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With knowledge of gypsy moth’s southern movement, managers and scientists on the 
Daniel Boone National Forest (DBNF) designed a study to assess the effectiveness of dif-
ferent silvicultural prescriptions to increase forest health and resiliency, and also to sus-
tain oak as a major forest component if/when such a disturbance occurs. In this experi-
ment, five different prescriptions were implemented across 30 stands in the Cold Hill 
Area of the London Ranger District on the DBNF. One prescription includes commercial 
thinning, followed by prescribed fire, to create and maintain woodland conditions (see Schweitzer et al. 2014 for 
more prescription information). Between 2007 and 2009, six stands were thinned to a residual basal area of 40 
ft2/acre, with prescribed fire to follow every 3-5 years (top-right image below shows post-cutting but pre-fire con-
ditions). Prior to treatment, all stands were fully stocked, with low-light conditions in the understory (top-left 
image). To date, stands have experienced three dormant season prescribed fires (see the ignition patterns used in 
the bottom-left inset image). Residual oaks were found to have increased vigor, resulting in decreased susceptibil-
ity and vulnerability to multiple stressors including insects, disease, and drought (see Clark and Schweitzer 
2016). Currently, a mosaic of understory plant communities exist, which are well within the desired condition 
of a woodland prescription consisting of woody stems, shrubs, forbs and grasses (bottom-right photo).   

Fire practitioners have found these treated woodlands to have unique 
characteristics to consider for prescribed fire implementation. The canopy 
conditions resulting from the commercial harvests lend to dynamic fuel 
loading. For example, for the initial fire post-logging, there was heavy slash 
and increased herbaceous fuels (top-right image) to consider. Further into 
the treatment schedule, the slash becomes less of an issue. However, the 
repeated top-killing of woody stems (those six feet tall and under) from 
fire contribute a unique fuel addition, which will increase fire behavior 

when it becomes available to burn under drier conditions (inset top-right 
and bottom-left images). The new light environment also favors ericaceous 
shrubs which will contribute to increasing fire behavior (foreground 
bottom-right image). Click on each photo for a full-size downloadable 
image, or view all HERE. Photos: Top-left and inset top-right: Stacy Clark; 
top-right: Callie Schweitzer; bottom-
left/right: Jake Royse; firing patterns 
map: Jared Calvert and Jake Royse.  
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